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School of the Event Horizon

Akrasia

‘They say nothing comes easy.
But if it was easy, then it wouldn’t feel as good.

To look out at the city that could have swallowed you whole and say ‘I did this’.
To stand, with the world at your feet.’

- Redrow London promotional advert for One Commercial Street Luxury Apartments

 
 

It scans the granite worktops and high gloss cupboards. A bespoke Gaggenau 
kitchen, fitted to the highest specifications – the focal point of the 21st floor 
penthouse. The White Glass Siemens fridge glints and beckons. Calla lilies wink 
in the light of an Aldgate morning, which pours through sheets of toughened 
glass. Stone and metals dredged up from the earth – cut, wrought, purified and 
polished – garner quietly affirmative, firm-handshake highlights. The Gaggia 
espresso maker beams.  
 In spite of itself, it dilates, and opens wide. A confidence of surfaces se-
duces, beguiles, teases it forward. Patinated skins compel its witness, invite it to 
drink their speculative sheen.
 It pauses over engineered hardwood floors. The warmth of underfloor 
heating wafts upward. It sighs, and opens up a tear in space. The air warps im-
perceptibly and the Waterford crystal cut decanter inwardly smirks. A caramel 
deep pile rug’s fibres ripple softly. The suite of leather sofas (in shades of putty) 
gather round it with sublime precision. On a steel framed footstool, a satin edged 
throw in soft cream reverberates with the slight shift, causing a dull ache to form, 
like a cloud. Its hot breath dampens the fibres. It spreads itself thin. Scanning.
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 Disaffected, and a little bored, she runs her hands over the worktop to 
check for dust, but none gathers into the whorls on her fingertips. She traces 
veins of marble in the bathroom. They grow warm at her touch and shift quietly, 
a faint peristaltic wave. Noticing that her fingers have become a little transpar-
ent, she runs a hot bath, slides in, and falls asleep.
 Hot water saturates her skin, which pinks and opens wide to welcome it. 
The steam in the room muddles the edges of things, hot water gathering on glass 
jars and bottles, leaving trails on the mirror and pools on the porcelain tiled floor. 
The skin on the bathwater grows indistinct, and shifts into the atmosphere. It 
teems and breeds with itself, and bothers at the surfaces of towels and walls. Her 
skin flakes and sheds. Particles of hair and oils drift, seduced by the fullness…

 New Recording 21 (voicememo)  |  As I walk through this park in the dark, 
park in the dark, park in the dark. I keep thinking that I have arrived at my des-
tination, only to be betrayed by a parking structure, or an office building. (Be-
trayed. You only say ‘betrayed’ when you are alone.)
 But these mirages keep me walking for hours, tirelessly. I am always sure 
that I am approaching my building, and when it turns out to be a fake, I am con-
vinced it can’t be much further. It has to be the next one, because I am measur-
ing the distance in my own exhaustion. That’s what happens when you’re high.
 But I’m not high, I’m just cold.
 
 New Recording 22  |  As I walk through the park at night, I keep going over, 
in my head, a kind of incantation I came up with when I was twelve to help pass 
the time. You say “everything is made of...” and then you complete the sentence 
with new word upon repeat. “Everything is made of puke”, “Everything is made 
of grass”, “Everything is made of dogs”. How can I have misplaced my building?! 
 Everything looks different at night. 
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 I guess I should make it clear ahead of time that I don’t like you.
  Though, if I’m honest, we’re not that different. You’ve been sentenced 
to crushing and melding cheese pizzas into your bones until you’re saggy and 
impotent. And I’m condemned to consuming those very saggy and impotent, 
human bones. You could say we’re symbiotic. You complete me.
  Up and down go my Richard Rodgers-esque lifts, like weights on a grand-
father clock. My day is measured in cash, not the movement of the earth. My 
steel skeleton and my Mexican cement, my smart glass blinds and the figures 
shadowy behind them, my corporate artworks...even the red light which back-
illuminates the rock garden. They all produce a single idea...Me. Who? Me?
 You see the world as complicated and many-layered, but the only layer 
that counts is the one built above the ground. I am the surface. I am the mate-
rial that shapes the speculation. Come incubate your wealth in one of my room-
wombs, where lifestyle is an investment.

 New Recording 23  |  As I walk through the park at night, I can’t stop think-
ing of that guy’s stomach contents all oozing out. I thought a man’s insides would 
be all organised, like they are in the science books. This guy’s insides looked like 
he had packed his organs up in a hurry. He’s not going anywhere now.
 
 New Recording 24  |  As I walk through the park at night, I know I must 
be going in circles. I’ve pushed beyond the point of exhaustion. I guess I’m still 
recording these things because they keep me focused. I’m so tired, I’ve got no 
way to tell how much further there is to go. My internal GPS is busted. Then 
again, maybe it never worked properly – otherwise, I wouldn’t be here, bleeding 
to death. When you go beyond measurement, you’re capable of anything.  
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 New Recording 25  |  As I walk through the park at night, I make sure I 
still have the keycard for the building. Yup, it’s still there. I can’t carry this bag 
anymore. It’s got my favourite books in it, my touchstones, but it feels so heavy. I 
might be able to find it later. Things aren’t feeling right. My cock has gone numb 
like when you ride a bicycle for too long.
 
 New Recording 26  |  I’m here. At my building. God bless it.
  I’m at the golden city at the end. It’s like in the bible. I’ve exited God’s holy 
garden, and have made my way to the big square golden city at the end.
  I got my pass. So what if I had to cut it out of someone’s stomach.

 New Recording 27  |  Everything is ok. Everything is peaches. Everything is 
brains. Everything is bacon. Everything is bottles. Everything is brother. Every-
thing is gold.

 

 Through the wall of glass he looks down on a city he feels no kinship with. 
Lights puncture the blackness. He turns to leave and stumbles, his face momen-
tarily refracting in the bevelled edge of an art deco mirror. Eyes triple, quadru-
ple; a loose lipped mouth forms a fleshy grid. Rectangles and squares multiply 
endlessly in a glossy rupture of reflections. Lines extend from his fingers, right 
angles glance off elbows and knees. 
 The lift doors on the 21st floor part to admit them. Once inside, he leans 
his forehead on the cool glass. The sleek surface pulls on his frontal lobe. A 
squeezing sensation passes over his eye sockets in waves – a little bile rises up in 
his throat. For a brief moment, he thinks he sees the top of their heads as if from 
above. He shakes his head to dispel the image, and leans back against the lift wall, 
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feeling its soft, undulating motions. He 
glances at her, but she is studded by lights 
and reflections, partially dissolved. She 
tilts her head and smiles, but her mouth 
appears hazy, unfocused. His thoughts 
come slowly, an ooze of wet cement. 
 After several minutes of travelling 
in a smooth rush, the silky automated 
voice announces that they have reached 
the 21st floor. The doors slide apart. They 
step into the hall. The corridor stretches, 
as if their feet had flipped a switch, and 
made everything elastic. The carpet sags 
under their shoes, over-sensitive to their 
weight, swarming their soles with rubbery 
cilia. The walls ripple and desaturate at 
their now-translucent edges. The surfaces 
begin to unhinge and advance, enclosing 
and folding in around them. Incubating. 
Preserving. 

 

 
 It scans, spreading itself thin over all of the contours. Like butter on a 
knife, it takes a sticky pleasure in its intimacies with surfaces. Granite flecks, 
encased in a lustrous finish. Italian stainless steel, burnished to a haughty sheen. 
The minute ridges of solid cherrywood. Wool-rich flecked twist carpet. It scans 
the grains, the curves, the taut threads of these objects, as they slowly loosen and 
shift. It stirs, swirling them together. The side table brushes against the screen of a 
curved Samsung Smart TV. The deep pile rug lifts and the fridge door pops open. 
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A coffee table tome, New Graphic Design, unmoors from the bookshelf, and enters 
into an awkward dance with Mulberry silk sheets. A Kasumi sashimi knife slides 
from its block and embeds itself in an abstract painting, cutting its own design. 

 I’m so nice to touch. My body is a rabbit hutch. 
 The pilgrims walk through my revolving doors. Once arrived, they are 
sealed off. Sealed. I’m spinning around their centre until the clock-time of their 
weakness pisses clear. 
 I’m breaking things down into essential parts. Oh, that this too, too sul-
lied flesh would thaw, melt, resolve itself into a dew.   
 Greasy chips. Building onto hips, shrinking to a single point. A tantalis-
ing hermetic skete made of gold. I’ll cover you with a bacteria-wicking copper 
burial shroud, I’ll preserve the look on your face. Hope this helps. Nice to see you. 
We appreciate your decision to stay with us. It’s been a delight. You’re a delight. 
You’re the best. Best. All the best. Bye for now. Sincerely. Very truly. Yours. 


